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WHILE YOU’RE HERE
Top 10 Things to Do Near the Courtyard Toluca Airport
Whether traveling to Toluca for business or to explore the capital of the State of Mexico, the Courtyard Toluca Airport offers a
convenient location to go and discover the vast history and culture of Mexico. The modern setting of the Courtyard Toluca Airport
allows for you to relax and unwind or to go out into the city and explore the vast history of Toluca.

FEATURED ATTRACTION
Nevado de Toluca National Park
One of the largest peaks in Mexico, Nevado de Toluca is an inactive volcano with a
surrounding park, where you can explore two crater lakes and nearby archeological sites or
just enjoy the conservation areas. While at the park you can discover the vast lands by
enjoying the many paths on horseback, mountain biking, or hiking. One of the main features
and spectacular views is hiking down to the crater lakes and enjoying the views of the Park.
Zacango Zoo
Located near Toluca, the Zacango Zoo
was designed to offer the over 180
species of animals a stable habits similar
to their native areas with a bit of
freedom. An interesting take is you can
explore the zoo by taking a tour on the
one of a kind horse-drawn carriage ride
or simply walk the zoo to see animals
from around the world.

Plaza de los Mártires
The heart and center of Toluca is the the
Zocalo, or the Plaza de los Martires (Plaza
of the Martyrs) which is also home to the
Palace of the State Government. The
main feature of the plaza was the
monument dedicated to the rebels lost in
the Mexican War of Independence. The
majority of the buildings represent the
th
architecture from the 19 century.

NorteSur
Looking for Mexican cuisine with a
modern flair, NorteSur offers the
traditional dishes that are amped up with
the best flavors, aromas and colors of the
Toluca NorteSur area. The overall theme
of the restaurant is “renew or die” and
NorteSur hopes to deliver an outstanding
dining experience.

La Cantina de los Remedios
Dine on traditional Mexican cuisine while
enjoying the Revolution like atmosphere
of the La Cantina de los Remedios. A
casual dining environment in which you
can unwind from a day of work or
adventures.

Metepec
From the history of a prehistoric
settlement to now a flourishing
community of artists Metepec, is a short
trip from Toluca and allows you to
experience quality artisans and their
award winning crafts.

San Carlos Golf Club
Enjoy the best 18 holes of golf near
Toluca at the San Carlos Golf Club. On a
course designed by Percy Clifford, the
designer slopes and curves the terrain to
add a bit of difficulty to the course.

Mueseum of Science & Industry Modelo
The Modelo Museum of Science and
Industry is a recent addition to Toluca
and was constructed in the buildings of
an old beer brewery. The museum now
contains exhibits which highlights the
importance of brewing, glass, metalmechanics, cardboard and paper industry
within Mexico. Upon the rooftop of the
museum is a terrace bar in which you can
enjoy a bite to eat or a refreshing beer.

Los Portales
The social and commercial life of Toluca
is represented by the Los Portales, a set
of arches that extend behind the Toluca
Cathedral. The area of Los Portales is
home to main commerce and the central
plazas of Toluca which is home to some
the city’s oldest businesses such as the
pharmacy on Calle Santos Degollado and
the brass and iron workshop on Avenida
Lerdo.

Cosmovitral
Stained glass mural
encapsulates a beautiful
Botanical Garden with
over 500 types of plants
and throughout the
garden are statues that
serve as monuments to flora researchers
and sister states of Toluca. The overall
theme of the Stained Glass mural is “Man
and his relationship with the Universe.”
Also within the garden you can find art
exhibitions and sometimes bonsai plant
workshops.

